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Cheerleaders head fo r  M id-State Fair
ly  Rai(ty HdstN^
Summer Staff Writer
Cal Pbly cheerleaders have 
something to cheer about now 
that Mid-State Fair has 
awarded them a tentative five- 
year contract to host a safety 
camp, showcase and competi­
tion.
Georgia Lowder, technical 
cheerleading coach, said Mon­
day that an agreement had 
been made for the cheerleading 
squad to conduct the events on 
an annual basis depending on 
this years’ outcome.
The events are open to com­
munity and high school cheer­
leaders ages nine to 19. Over 
1,500 cheerleaders are expected 
to participate, Lowder said.
The safety camp will be con­
ducted on Aug. 11 at Flamson 
Middle School. The showcase 
and competition will take place 
Aug. 12 at the Grandstand 
Arena.
The squad’s increased size 
and recent successes will allow 
them to handle the respon­
sibilities of the event, Lowder 
said.
The squad has grown in 
popularity in recent years. This 
year, tryouts drew 170 people 
from throughout the state, Low­
der said.
When the 1994-1995 Captain 
Cailin Kennedy joined the 
squad in the fall of 1990, there 
were only 6 cheerleaders. This 
year there will be 30 on the 
squad — 8 men and 22 women.
Although Kennedy 
graduated in March, she has 
continued to volunteer about 15 
hours per week with the squad. 
Additionally, Kennedy is 
employed as a staff assistant at 
the college of business academic 
advisement center.
Kennedy said the squad’s in­
creased popularity is partially 
due to the football team being 
upgraded to Division 1-AA. 
However, she gives most of the 
credit to the fact that the squad 
is now co-ed.
According to Kennedy, co-ed 
squads are more popular be­
cause they can do more stunts 
than women-only squads.
Although the squad has 
come a long way, Kennedy ssdd
it is still in a building phase.
Lowder sees another reason 
for the squad’s success. She said 
without Kennedy’s efforts, it 
would be nearly impossible for 
the squad to be in its current 
form.
Kennedy said she will be 
directing the high school com­
petition at the fair.
Lowder said they were able 
to keep camp prices low because 
the fair was only charging them 
a nominal fee for use of the 
facilities — normally, the fee is 
$15,000.
Cal Poly’s squad will receive 
profits and a percentage of con­
cessions from the events, Low­
der said.
* ' r
Agricultural systems manaoem ent sophomore Randy Kwan lifts business 
fresKnym Frankie Rascón /  Photo by Lawrence Rodenoorn
CSU recommends cutting remedial classes
ly  Ssscnnoli Uawoed
Summ Staff WrIm
Students may graduate quick­
er if the CSU system implements 
a new policy for admitting under­
graduate students.
lb  enter a CSU campus by the 
year 2001, students must be fully 
prepared for university-level 
work and not require remedial 
classes, according to recommen­
dations presented to the CSU 
Committee of Educational Policy 
on July 18.
If enacted, these requirements 
would guarantee that incoming 
students have a minimum 
proficiency in English and math­
ematics classes for further 
university study.
"Students are not coming in 
with the basic skills needed for 
college level work,” said CSU 
spokeswoman Colleen Bentley- 
Adler.
Students need more advanced 
skills so they can begin im­
mediately in their degree classes 
and not loose time towards 
graduation, she said
Bentley-Adler also said money 
is only a small factor for the 
proposed remedial education 
changes.
Only about $10 million is used 
for remedial classes system-wide, 
Bentley-Adler said — less than 
one percent of the total budget.
"That money would be used 
for other more specialized clas­
ses.”
Glenn Irvin, associate vice 
president for academic affairs, 
said Cal Poly has been moving in 
the direction of having students 
fully prepared for university- 
level work for the last couple of 
years.
"The number of students (who 
need remedial classes) is not as
V O LU M E  LiX , N o . 1 4 0
Senate votes to lift Bosnian embargo; Clinton blasts vote
ly  John Diamond
AgQciQtfid Plea____
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a 
sharp repudiation of President 
Clinton’s foreign policy, the 
Senate voted decisively Wednes­
day to lift the arms embargo 
against Bosnia. Clinton decried 
the move, warning anew that it 
could inject American troops into 
the European conflict.
Following debate charged by 
fresh reports of rebel Serb at­
tacks, the Senate voted 69-29 to 
require Clinton to lift the 4- 
year-old arms embargo that 
critics say has rendered the Bos­
n ian  p eop le  d e fe n se le ss . 
Republicans and Democrats 
alike said Bosnia must be al­
lowed to protect itself if the allies 
lack the will to carry the fight.
"People have a right to defend
th em se lv es ,” said  Senate 
Majority Leader Bob Dole, R- 
Kan., who sponsored the 
proposal along with Sen. Joseph 
Lieberman, D-Conn. The United 
States, Dole declared, would bear 
the responsibility "if more are 
killed and more are raped and 
more little boys are taken off to 
camps, 12 years old, and more 
are hanged in trees and more 
throats are cut because we im­
posed our will on this little 
country.”
The 69-vote majority was 
enough to override a promised 
Clinton veto, as 21 Democrats 
jo in ed  alm ost all o f the 
Republicans in supporting the 
measure.
The House voted 3 1 8 -9 9  last 
month to lift the embargo — 
See ARM S page 3
Cal Poly gets new financial aid 
director from Portland State U
large here compared to other 
CSUs,” Irvin said.
All students have the chance 
to learn the necessaiyr math 
skills in high school, but Cal Poly 
is nonetheless looking at alterna­
tive ways to accommodate stu­
dents in lower level math cour­
ses.
Cal Poly is using software to 
teach these basic skills that 
reduces institutional costs and 
improves learning, Irving said.
There are many students who 
qualify for admission to Cal Poly 
but speak English as a second 
language. This makes English 
proficiency requirements a high 
priority.
If the recommendations are 
adopted, students who speak 
English as a second language 
would probably go to a com-
See REMEDIAL page 8
ly  Ryder M. leery
Summw Staff Wrilii_____________________
A new man with 25 years ex­
perience has come to the aid of 
Cal Pbly.
John E. Anderson took over as 
Cal Poly’s financial aid director, 
after leaving Portland State 
University where he was the 
financial aid director for 16 
years.
Before going to Oregon, 
Anderson directed the student 
financial aid department at Mar­
quette University in Wisconsin, 
was assistant director of student 
financial aid at the University of 
Cincinnati and a graduate assis­
tant in financial aid at the 
University of Northern Colorado.
"I plan to improve the efficien­
cy (of the financial aid depart­
ment) and give students more 
personal time with their coun­
selors,” Anderson said. "The (Cal 
Pbly financial aid) office is a 
great offlce. I am looking only to 
enhance upon it.”
Anderson said he will increase 
efflciency primarily by making 
better use of the department’s 
computers to help streamline the 
application process and reduce 
processing time.
Euel Kennedy, associate vice 
president for enrollment support
Anderson
services, expects Anderson’s ex­
tensive experience to be a real 
benefit to ( a^l Poly students.
Anderson’s job entails review­
ing and establishing financial aid 
policy.
He is also responsible for 
planning, managing and evaluat­
ing the department’s programs.
"(The financial aid depart­
ment) serves over 8,500 students 
and disperses just under $50 mil­
lion per year," said Cindy Esola, 
department secretary.
See DIRECTOR page 8
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V ictim s relive b o m b  attack  In m ate g e ts  w o r ld w id e  aid  R acist gets  b fe  fo r  m u rd er
ly  Amy Barrett 
Asocjotedhwt *
PARIS (AP) — He doesn’t know why, but when Thier­
ry Rabdeau was blasted through the doors of the under­
ground train, his pants on fire and shoes blown off, his 
first impulse was to get back on and find his blood-soaked 
shoe.
The regional RER train had just pulled into the 
Saint-Michel station when a bomb ripped through it.
It was 5:30 p.m. Tuesday. Rabdeau had just looked at 
his watch and was preparing to exit the train packed 
with commuters, mostly headed toward middle-class 
southeim suburbs.
“At the precise moment I touched the door handle, the 
explosion went off. The doors literally blew to bits, and I 
was blasted out onto tho platform,” Rabdeau, a young in­
dustrial designer, told tlie newspaper Le Parisien.
The blast, described by one witness as a fireball, 
ripped open one car and shattered windows on much of 
the ninc-car train. It tore away heavy white panels along 
the wall of the tunnel, blackening the concrete and filling 
the tunnel with black smoke.
After a few seconds, Rabdeau got up and staggered 
back into the train amid the screams and the moans.
*A11 the passengers were on the floor, piled on top of 
each other, spattered with blood,” he said. “I don’t know 
how to explain this, but I went back to get my sneaker, 
(which was) filled with blood. I tore it out of that pile of 
bodies.”
Above ground, on the edge of the Seine river a block 
from Notre Dame cathedral, the Place Saint-Michel was 
full of tourists and Parisians in bustling cafes, bookshops 
and a fountain that is the Latin Quarter’s most popular 
meeting spot.
Witnesses outside said they didn’t hear the detona­
tion. They knew nothing of the inferno below until vic­
tims began stumbling out into the peaceful, waning 
daylight, their faces blackened by smoke, stained with 
blood and tears. Some had bloody hand prints on their 
clothes from other victims.
”It was like watching people walk out of hell into 
heaven,” said Jacky Oneir, a bookstore .leairity guard. 
'Everything was normal, then suddenly a disaster came 
from below.”
By Ted DuscoodM
Asotioted Ptws
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — From South Africa to San 
Francisco, the cry is gaining momentum: Free Mumia 
Abu-Jamal from death row.
The ex-joumalist, condemned to die for the 1981 slay­
ing of a police officer, has gained a global network of sup­
porters who consider him a victim of a racially biased 
judicial system.
Prosecutors stand by evidence and witness testimony 
they believe is iron-clad. That didn’t stop protesters from 
showing up outside a courthouse Wednesday for the start 
of a hearing to determine whether Abu-Jamal will get a 
second trial in the shooting of Officer Daniel Faulkner.
’The same judge who presided over his original trial 
will decide if he gets another chance. The hearing is ex­
pected to last for weeks; both sides expect Mumia’s ex­
ecution, set for Aug. 17, to be postponed.
Last year, Abu-Jamal gained attention when National 
Public Radio agreed to broadcast his commentaries from 
death row, then withdrew the offer amid criticism. His 
commentaries did air on the Pacifica radio network.
The interest has intensified in the past two weeks 
with major protests virtually every day. Authorities say 
protesters often operate under illusions and inaccuracies.
In Berlin, at least 1,000 AbuJamal supp>orters mar­
ched through downtown last week. In South Afiica, the 
country’s largest black newspaper. The Sowetan, called 
on the international community to oppose the alleged 
racism in the case.
A cloth banner on a bridge crossing a Connecticut in­
terstate demanded 'Save Mumia.” And a half-page adver­
tisement Wednesday in 'The New York Times purported 
to tell readers 'What You Haven’t Read in the Press 
About Mumia AbuJamal.”
His supporters carry signs bearing his ethereal, dread- 
lock-adomed visage, fax press releases about his being 
disciplined in prison, sell tapes of his commentaries, ex­
change information on the Internet and hold readings of 
his book, 'Live From Death Row.”
The hearing before Common Pleas Judge Albert Sabo, 
whom AbuJamal supporters call a 'hangman,” started 
with the judge ordering Pam Africa, a member of the 
radical group MOVE, to leave the defense table.
Assodatsd Prsii _______________________________
STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) — The leader of a white 
supremacist group was sentenced to life in prison for per­
suading her boyfriend and another man to stab a teen­
ager more than 50 times as part of an initiation rite.
Candy Johnson, 37, of Manteca, was sentenced to two 
consecutive life terms with the possibility of parole Tues­
day for her role in the June 13, 1994, death of Anthony 
Bratton. Prosecutors said she claimed to be the leader of 
a group called the Aryan Brotherhood Chapter 666 Devil 
Worshippers.
Trial evidence showed that Johnson told Julian 
Sanchez and her boyfriend, Rick Butler, that they would 
be accepted to the ultimate level of the supremacist 
group if they killed Bratton, another member.
Johnson was convicted of second-degree murder and 
was spared a harsher penalty because she stayed in a car 
when Bratton was killed on a rural road near Manteca. 
The second sentence was for a conviction of attempting to 
murder another Manteca man a few days before Bratton 
was killed.
'She’s evil and needs to be done away with," Shirley 
Bratton, the victim’s grandmother and legal guardian, 
said before Johnson was sentenced in San Joaquin Coun­
ty Superior Court.
Butler, 20, was convicted of first-degree murder and 
was sentenced previously to 34 years to life in prison. 
Sanchez, 24, is scheduled to be tried on Aug. 15.
'I  think we all agreed (Johnson) was a manipulator 
who destroyed peoples’ lives,” said Maxine Messick, one 
of two jurors who showed up for the sentencing.
Defense attorney Tony Agbayani said Johnson’s men­
tal state was clouded because of drug use. He argued for 
a new trial, but Judge Michael Garrigan denied that re­
quest.
During the sentencing, Agbayani read a statement in 
which Johnson proclaimed her innocence: 'I  did not kill 
or want him to be murdered,” she wrote. ”I must deal 
with the pain and loss of him.”
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ARMS; The arms ban may be coming to an end
From page 1
more than enough votes to over­
ride a veto. But because that 
m easure was attached to 
separate legislation, the House 
will have to vote again.
On Wednesday, 112 House 
members signed a bipartisan let­
ter to Clinton calling the ad­
ministration’s Bosnia policy 
“morally bankrupt and an ob­
vious failure.”
Nevertheless, Clinton said he 
remained hopeful that law­
makers would work with him to 
resolve the disagreement.
“I do not believe the strong 
course for the United States and 
the strong course for the people 
of Bosnia is to unilaterally life 
the arms embargo, collapse the 
U.N. mission and increase the 
chances of injecting Americans 
troops there,” he said.
If the bill becomes law, it 
would require Clinton to end 
U.S. support for the arms ban 
upon the request of the Bosnian 
government or within 12 weeks 
of the withdrawal of U.N. 
peacekeepers.
The Senate added an amend­
ment requiring Clinton to seek a 
UJ4. Security Council vote to lift 
the embargo, marking one fined 
attempt to avoid a split with 
NATO allies. If that failed, a 
second amendment would re­
quire the administration to seek 
a General Assembly vote. In the
event of negative vote there, the 
United States would unilaterally 
withdraw from the embargo.
The Senate vote came even as 
UJ'i. Secretary-General Boutros 
Boutros-Ghali gave his military 
commanders in Bosnia authority 
to call in NATO air strikes 
without first clearing it with 
him. Dole, who has been sharply 
critical of what he sees as U.N. 
timidity in approving strikes, 
said it wouldn’t have changed 
the outcome had Boutros-Ghali’s 
decision come earlier.
Speaking at an Oval Office 
photo opportunity, Clinton said 
the amendments requiring him 
to seek U.N. agreement before 
lifting the embargo unilaterally 
improved the bill. But he said he 
still favors the current policy of 
intensifying air strikes and 
employing a French-British 
rapid-reaction force on the 
ground in Bosnia.
“I think the Congress wants 
something done. I do, too. I do 
not believe a unilateral lift of the 
arms embargo is the right way to 
go,” Clinton said. Noting the 
decision by Boutros-Ghali to turn 
over approval power for air 
strikes to ground commanders, 
Clinton said, *We have made 
substantial progress. We have a 
commitment now to a much 
tougher air posture.”
Poly professors hold varied summer jobs
By Stsvs Oiestermoi
Summ« Staff W(ite(
Since he is only a part-time 
professor, Howell took up real 
estate as an alternate means of
When that last exam is 
handed in at the end of spring 
quarter, most students im­
mediately turn their attention 
to their summer plans.
But not many give a thought 
to what their professors will be 
doing.
Cal Poly instructors are only 
allowed to teach three quarters 
a year with most choosing to 
work in the fall, winter and 
spring. That leaves the summer 
quarter to find other hobbies, 
interests and, for some, jobs.
Alan Howell has been a 
part-time English professor at 
Cal Poly for 15 years. Every 
summer, he puts down his pens 
and books and picks up a ham­
mer and saw — he buys, 
renovates, and sells properties.
Though trying to scale back 
and eventually get out of the 
trade, Howell sees himself as 
fully involved with hie business.
“I am personally hands-on 
' with the tool belt and electric 
saw,” he said “But I definitely 
don’t do it alone.”
Howell often uses student 
help through the placement 
center at Cal Poly.
He mainly works in Los Osos 
but has had several big, multi­
year projects in areas such as 
Santa Barbara and Lake Tahoe.
revenue.
“If you have a family and no 
other source of income, you 
need to find another source,” he
"I don't think of it os a job, but 
most people would. I certainly 
don't do it  fo r the money."
C liff Swanson
Music Department Head
said. “I try to balance the two.”
Biology professor Douglas 
Donaldson also balances teach­
ing a full load in the summer 
while maintaining his love for 
salmon fishing.
Donaldson sails at least once 
a week out of Pbrt San Luis on 
a friend’s boat, paying for half 
of the gas and doing upkeep on 
the vessel.
“Fishing has been my hobby 
since I’ve been a pup,” he said. 
“This has been the best (sal­
mon) run I’ve ever seen. It’s just
been phenomenal.”
Donaldson also knows his 
wildlife. For the past 16 years, 
he has taken the fall quarter off 
and worked for a big game out­
fitter in New Mexico. His duties 
include hunting and fishing, as 
well as patrolling the area to 
keep poachers out.
Though excited about this 
fall in New Mexico, for now 
Donaldson is content with his 
salmon fishing.
“You could buy the fish in the 
store for a whole lot cheaper,” 
he said, “but it doesn’t taste 
nearly as good and that’s no 
fun.”
Fun, not work, is how Music 
Department Head Cliff Swan­
son describes his summer “job.” 
He spends two weeks every 
summer as music director and 
conductor of the San Luis 
Obispo Mozart Festival.
Swanson has been a part of 
the festival since its beginning 
25 years ago.
“I have a big hand in it,” he 
said. “I don’t think of it as a job, 
but most people would. It’s part 
of an extension of my profes­
sional life. I certainly don’t do it 
for the money.”
Swanson is one of many Cal 
Poly professors who extend 
their love of their careers into 
various community events 
during the summer season.
Galileo engine test fire Merchants moved downtown for visibility 
set to send it at Jupiter
Aitodoted Press
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — 
The spacecraft Galileo was 
readied Wednesday for a critical 
engine firing to put it on a new 
course to Jupiter.
A two-second test firing ear­
lier this week allowed engineers 
to make sure the engine was 
prepared for a five-minute, six- 
second burn to deflect the 
spacecraft off the same path as 
an atmospheric probe it deployed 
earlier.
The engine firing was 
scheduled to begin about mid­
night Wednesday, but because 
radio signals take 38 minutes to 
travel to Earth from Galileo’s 
position, confirmation wasn’t ex­
pected until 12:38 a.m. PDT 
Thursday.
The engine firing was to set 
the spacecraft on a path to bring 
it by Jupiter’s volcanic moon lo 
on Dec. 7. W ithout the 
maneuver, Galileo would follow 
the atmospheric probe’s impact 
trajectory.
Scientists working on the $1.6
billion project at NASA’s Jet 
P r o p u l s i o n  L a b o r a t o r y  
celebrated July 13 when they 
su ccessfu lly  re leased  the 
spacecraft’s probe for a free-fall 
that should end with a 75- 
minute trip through the planet’s 
atmosphere on Dec. 7.
On that day, Galileo will 
receive the probe’s last signals as 
it penetrates the planet’s clouds, 
relaying data on chemical com­
position, temperature, winds, 
lightning and temperature until 
it bums up or is crushed by the 
planet’s atmospheric pressure.
Also on Dec. 7, Galileo’s en­
gine will fire even longer to 
brake the spacecraft and put it 
into a Jupiter orbit. It will make 
11 swings around the planet in 
the next two years, each time 
taking a different path.
Galileo was launched in Oc­
tober 1989 aboard the space 
shuttle Atlantis. It was built and 
managed by JPL. Its probe is 
managed by NASA’s Ames
Research Center in Mountain 
View, Calif.
By Colesn NL Rdsy
Summ« Staff Wiitei
Increased visibility is the key 
to more business according to 
local merchants who find them­
selves making a trade off be­
tween stability in old locations 
and enhanced popularity in new 
ones.
Near the heart of downtown, 
at 1001 Higuera, is where these 
merchants have chosen to relo­
cate, expand or begin anew.
According to Dr. David Shultz 
of “Keep in Contact Optometry,” 
his new location will probably 
boost his clientele.
“A comer location on Higuera 
Street beats a store front in the 
middle of a block on Marsh 
Street any day,” Shultz said.
Shultz said he seized the 
chance to relocate when he saw 
an artist’s rendition for the cen­
ter in a local paper approximate­
ly one year ago.
“I was lucky to be one of the 
first to sign a lease at this loca­
tion allowing me to get two of the 
best spx)ts in the center,” Shultz 
said. He added it enabled him to 
expand his square footage and 
hop>efully his business.
Many other merchants have 
the same idea in mind. Owner of 
“Open Air Flowers,” Vance Weber 
talked about the popularity of 
‘he new location.
“This a heavy tratlic area, 
especially for students,” said 
Weber. “'Thursday nights will 
probably be busy also with 
Farmer’s Market going on.”
However, along with people 
come parking problems, a 
nuisance that many merchants 
and consumers have to deal with 
downtown. Some are just learn­
ing to live with it.
“My motto for the new loca­
tion is ...’Same good service, 
same bad parking,”* Shultz said.
Debbie Van Ecke, assistant 
manager of “Sup>ercuts” seems to 
believe that pjeople anticipate the 
parking problem downtown and 
think people will ride their bikes
before they allow it to bother 
them enough to not come at all.
Another dilemma facing new 
merchants are construction 
delays.
Construction touch-ups, the 
moving process and missized 
doors have prevented several 
scheduled openings.
This may be the reason the 
open shops have not received the 
influx of business that was ex­
pected in the first weeks, Shultz 
said.
“'There has been a steady flow 
of walk-in customers as well as 
scheduled appointments, but we 
haven’t been swampod either,” 
Van Ecke said.
'The “Firestone Grill” and “Su­
percuts” have been op>en for ap­
proximately a week. “Keep in 
Contact,” “Open Air Flowers” 
and “Advanced Systems Paging” 
op>ened Monday.
C O R R E C T I O N
Last week’s story about increasing fines for overdue library books 
misstated late fines for Reserve Room books. 'The correct fines are 
$10 for the first day for daily loans and $1 dollar per day thereafter 
to a maximum of $25 p>er book plus the recall fee if the book is re­
quested.
Also, a photo printed last week misidentified a climber at the 
Crux Climbing Gym. 'The student was actually mechanical engineer­
ing senior Hans Lindauer.
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A political storm is brewing on the horizon.
This one figures to be every bit as bitter and ugly as 
the one last year over Proposition 187, the so-called Save 
Our State initiative. I’m, of course, talking about the fight 
over aiffirmative action.
One side says that these programs give preferential 
treatment to one race over another, and that the 
programs have not achieved their objective. The other 
side says that while the existing programs are by no 
means perfect and can be improved, we shouldn’t turn 
back twenty years of progress.
We can meet the criteria of the original afTirmative ac­
tion, which is to prevent further discrimination and level 
the playing held, by giving those who otherwise would 
have little opportunity to go to college and a chance for 
employment on their merits.
Let me give you an example of how this would work;
Let’s say Student A is a white male from San Luis 
Obispo High School. He has a 3.7 grade point average 
(GPA) and an S.AT. score of 1200. Student B is a black 
male form Compton, he has a 3.0 GPA and and S.AT. of 
1050.
On paper it would look as though Student A is more 
qualified than Student B. But what do these numbers tell 
you?
In San Luis Obispo, at one of the best high schools in 
the state, Student A got a 1200 on the S A.T. But in Com­
pton, in one of the worst high schools in the country, Stu­
dent B got a 1050, which is remarkable when you con­
sider the average S.A.T. scores at his high school. While 
no one can say that a 3.7 is bad, a 3.0 in a school overrun 
by drugs and gangs, in an environment just not conducive 
to achieving high grades could be just as good. We don’t 
know!
And without some way to tell, Student A gets admitted 
and Student B is stuck in and unknown future.
Can’t we find a way to evaluate which student is more 
deserving of admission besides these two criteria? I think 
we can. I won’t profess to know what that is. I’m not an 
expert in this held. But it’s the idea that we need to find a 
different way to evaluate a person’s merit that is impor­
tant.
Perhaps the GPA and S.AT. scores can be compared 
with the averages at their resp>ective schools, and that 
will give an idea of where the individual stands. It’s not 
perfect, because some classes have a high concentration 
of remarkable individuals, but at least this can be taken 
into consideration.
The main point is to go forward and not back. If af­
firmative action were wiped out, with nothing to replace 
it, the results could be catastrophic. The amount of 
minorities in schools and in employment would plummet. 
We need to encourage those without means to find a way 
out. Otherwise, we are just asking for trouble down the 
road.
'Twenty years is hardly enough time to redress a 
couple himdred years of slavery and persecution. 'This is 
something neither myself as a white male, nor any other 
white person can relate to.
Finally, it should be pointed out, that while affirm­
ative action may seem unfair to white males, in no major
industry or university is the white underrepresented with 
respect to their proportion of the population. In fact, just 
the opposite is true.
C O M M E N T A R Y
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Those good o l’ family values
B y
Jason D. Plemons
Well, it’s that time of the decade again. 'The primary 
season is fast approaching, and political rhetoric is being 
slung through the air with the greatest of ease.
It’s nothing new really. The same conflict that arose in 
the last election is set to rise in this one. Politicians are 
squaring off and taking sides on issues ranging from af­
firmative action to the decay of our “American Morals.” 
Once again, the nation will slowly become polarized on 
the issue of what is actusJly the cause of our present 
demise.
'The conservatives will be led by Senate Majority 
Leader Bob Dole, an early favorite for the Republican 
presidential nomination, and House Speaker Newt 
Gingrich, the outspoken leader of the “Contract with 
America.”
A key point of rhetoric played out the last time 
Democrats and Republicans battled for the White House 
was “family values” — a set of prindples that 80*0 sup>- 
posedly fading away and the primary cause of our na­
tion’s imminent downfall. Clearly, this issue is not dead 
among conservatives and is still on the lips of those lead­
ing the charge to reform America and take back the 
White House.
Recently, Gingrich launched yet another rhetorical 
hand grenade favoring a return to “family values.” Ac­
cording to an article by political columnist David Broder, 
“Gingrich, in a speech at the National Press Club sum­
marizing his new book, To Renew America,’ said; T would 
argue that the whole collapse of the family, the collapse of 
the inner city, the emergence of the drug culture, the rise 
of violent crime . . .  are a function of crisis in our civiliza­
tion. . . ”
Well how about that for a news flash?
What the conservatives have done is taken a compli­
cated problem and simplified it into a quick sound bite.
I have yet to figure out exactly what the term “family 
values” means and how it can relate to a nation that is as 
culturally diverse as ours. The best I can come up with is 
that it is a ccdl for Americans to get back to a time when 
neighbors all knew each other, no one locked their doors 
or windows at night, and the ideal family was portrayed 
by television shows like “Father Knows Best” and “Leave 
it to Beaver.”
Unfortunately for people who see this as “'The 
American Family," these families only existed on 
television. The idea of the perfect American family was 
created at a time when the nation was high on conformity 
and disillusioned by the new power of the television 
medium.
I enjoy talking to my grandparents and listening to 
them reminisce about the “good ole days.” It’s equally en­
joyable to listen to my mother tell me the horror stories 
she went through growing up in the “perfect society.” 
Somewhere, between these two, is the truth.
A fact that remains, however, is that the tremendous 
growth the covintry went through between 1945 and 1960 
had an enormous impact on the American persona. The 
same generation that saw the Great Depression come and 
go, emerged victoriously from the world’s greatest war
and reveled in an economic growth never seen before in 
this country.
The Gross National Product went up about 50 per­
cent from 1945 to 1960. Between 1941 and 1960 the 
average worker saw earnings quadruple. People were 
making more money than they knew what to do with. For 
one of the first times in American history, they had dis­
posable income. Families had money to sp>en<l on any­
thing they wanted; the age of consumerism was bom. 
Strip malls appeared; suburbia was created to fill the 
need of housing, and college in California cost almost 
nothing.
You could buy a house for $2,000 to $3,000 and the 
average annual salary was dose to $5,000. Think about 
that for a  minute and translate it into today’s terms. For 
roughly half a years’ salary you could own a home. Try 
doing that with today’s average income and price of a 
house.
lb  put it simply, as far as money goes, these people 
had it made.
But underneath all of this luxurious growth lurked the 
roots of the very problems facing ue today.
History shows that during the glory days of the 1950s, 
and even as early as the years of World War II, moat of 
today’s problems began.
The divorce rate was already on the rise. People were 
marrying at a younger age and sometimes for the wrong 
reasons. Women were not happy being in the kitchen all 
day. The phrase “latchkey kids” was coined in the ’40s, 
not in the ‘60s or ‘90s. Teenage delinquency began its rise 
in the ’40s, although I would agree it is at a new level 
these days.
The foundations of today’s problems were already 
there, it’s just that no one dealt with them because they 
were distracted by this state of economic bliss.
Also durii^ this time, the nations’ fixation with drugs 
that began in the 1920s, rose up agsdn. Tranquilizers 
were the answer to every problem, especially for women. 
And alcohol abuse was increasing at alsümiing rates. Both 
are indicators that people were not as happy as they 
would have you believe.
Not to mention the state of conditions minorities were 
living in. Granted, time has not seen all racism and dis­
crimination come to an end, but at least some improve­
ments have been made since then — excluding Gov. Wil­
son’s personal assault on afTirmative action.
This all goes to show that during a time considered a 
model for “family values,” vmdemeath all that chrome 
finish there was definitely some rust forming.
Gingrich, of all people, should be aware of these facts. 
After all, he taught history at the university level.
So w h a t  are tlie roots of the downfall of America? Who 
knows, b u t  the loss oi “family values” is not an issue. You 
CEUi’t  lose something that never existed. Unless of course 
you want to get into the whole metaphysical/philosophical 
debate of whether what exists on film exists in reality.
Jason Plemons is a journalism senior who is still seek­
ing those family values.
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M ark Thompson and Brian Phelps of "The M ark and Brian Show" will 
bring comedy to the M id-State Fair Aug. 5 /  Photo courtesy of the M id- 
State Fair.DJs to bring L.A. comedy, local entertainment to Mid-State fair
By Ryder M. Beery 
Sewm« Sfci We>it
The 1995 California Mid- 
State Fair in Paso Robles and 
KSUT-FM share a common at­
traction.
Mark Thompson and Brian 
Phelps, of T h e  Mark and Brian 
Show,” are coming to the fair 
Aug. 5 at 6 p.m.
The free show on the 
Lucky/Pepsi Headliner Stage, 
will have audiences laughing at 
their comical antics and stunts.
T h e  Mark and Brian Show” 
is broadcast live weekday morn­
ings from their home station in 
Los Angeles, 96.6 KLOS.
The show is currently syndi­
cated in 16 cities in the U.S., in­
cluding San Luis Obispo, San 
Francisco, Portland, Tlicson, Al­
buquerque and Hawaii.
The duo has won numerous 
awards, including radio in- 
dustr/s highest honor — The 
National Associati(m of Broad­
caster’s Marconi Award for *Air 
Personalities of the Year in a 
Major Market” in 1991. They 
have had four subsequent 
nominations, including this 
year.
”The Mark and Brian Show” 
came to the Central Coast in 
March, 1994, explained Dave 
Christopher, operations 
manager/program director.
*The show took KSIY-FM 
from eighth place to Hixt place 
in the ratings book,” Chris­
topher said. T h e  show is totally 
different from anything else you 
hear on morning shows.”
”A lot of people on the 
Central Coast are from Los An­
geles and San Francisco and 
were already aware of Mark 
and Brian on KLOS,” he added.
Men and women of all ages 
are all tuning in to the 
program, Christopher said.
T h e  Mark and Brian Show" 
is based on friendship. *We still 
make each other laugh,” said 
Phelps. T hat’s core. This show 
is all about the relationship of 
two guys, two buds, having a 
great time together.”
Mark and Brian’s Mid-State 
Fair appearance is one amidst 
severd special attractions, com­
petitions and displays.
This year’s fair, ”60 Years of 
Country Pride,” kicks off with a 
cattle (frive through town from 
the Paso Robles GMC dealer­
ship to the fairgrounds. The 
herd will knock down the ribbon 
at the fair’s South Gate 
entrance for the opening on 
Aug. 1.
The fair has a Grandstand 
lineup including John Michael 
Montgomery, the Beach Boys, 
Alan Jackson and Boyz II Men.
Several entertainers will 
perform on the free stages; 
Eddie Money, the Oakridge 
Boys and Smokin’ Armadillos to 
name a few.
Scheduled for Aug. 8 is Jeff 
Foxworthy, who made his mark 
with his Tou might be a red­
neck i f . . . ” routine.
The fair is also presenting 
the "Buckin’ Bull Blowout,” a 
PRCA championship rodeo and 
a truck and tractor pull.
Wine tasting, reverse bungee 
jumping, wild cow milking, rock 
climbing, and a talent show are 
some activities open to public 
participation.
Several contests will also be 
open to the public, including 
nail driving, a fashion show, 
zucchini on wheels and floral 
arrangement.
The fair offers a carnival for 
the thrill-seekers and several 
exhibit tents for the bargain- 
seekers.
The 4-H Club and Future 
Farmers of America (FFA) will 
demonstrate their flnished live­
stock projects on Aug. 12 at the 
Junior Livestock Auction, 
featuring market Iambs, hogs, 
steers, rabbits and poultry.
“The fair, with total atten­
dance last year at 340,776 
people, is expected to draw the 
same numbers this year,” said 
Maria Centrella, public rela­
tions and advertising spokes­
woman.
“The only change this year is 
that we have one less day of 
name entertainers on the 
Grandstand and one more day 
of bull riding," Centrella said.
The Mid-State fair rune from 
Aug. 1 - 1 3  and epecial die- 
counte on admieeion, carnival 
and ehow tichete are available 
through local merchante.
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See Canyon offers fruit, cider, rustic scenery
By Htfrthsr McLoughlis
Swnmet Stni WiitM
Apple season is here again 
and buried between the hills 
along See Canyon Road are or­
chards filled with ripening fruit.
Many people have never ex­
perienced the wonderful drive 
along the woodsy, windy strip of 
land that connects the city of San 
Luis Obispo to San Luis Bay 
Drive. Along the scenic stretch 
one can see fruit trees, oaks, lon­
ghorn steer, Morro Rock and rus­
tic little apple stands.
Apple growers in See Canyon 
are very proud of their crops. 
They claim to grow the best ap­
ples in the world and customers 
must agree as some travel from 
all over the state just to buy 
their fruit from See Canyon.
The first farm off of San Luis 
Bay Drive is the See Canyon 
Fruit Ranch.
Brett Schulman has lived in 
the canyon for 18 years and 
tends to many orchards in the 
area including the See Canyon 
Fruit Ranch. The ranch, es­
tablished in 1894, has 100-year- 
old trees that are still producing 
fruit.
“See Canyon grows a world- 
class apple,” Schulman said. "It 
can grow any apple to perfec­
tion.”
According to local growers, 
the canyon has the best climate 
for growing apples because of its 
c ont ras t ing  t emperatures  
throughout the year.
"Apples like a hot day in the 
svimmer and a cool night,” Schul­
man said. T his helps them get 
their color and crispness.”
The canyon’s high ridges 
protect the crops from the coastal 
fog and allow a limited amount 
of sun to reach the fruit, results 
ing in warm but mild days. This
"microclimate” and sandy soil 
provides the conditions for grow­
ing successful harvests.
See Canyon Fruit Ranch is 
open evefy day and besides sell­
ing various types of apples, they 
sell plums, peaches, pears, nec­
t a r i n e s ,  p u m p k i n s  and 
homemade apple cider — all 
grown and produced within the 
canyon.
The ranch’s cider is fresh 
squeezed and the blend of sweet 
and tart apples produces a more 
flavorful juice than the average 
cider.
Although he rarely sees the 
sunset from within the crevices, 
Schulman enjoys living and 
working in the canyon because 
"it’s so close to town, but it’s a 
whole world different.”
See Canyon fruits are also 
sold to areas in Santa Monica, 
Beverly Hills, Santa Barbara, 
Scolari’s market, and at San 
Luis’ Farmer’s Market.
A little further down the nar­
row, shady road is Gopher Glen 
Apple Farm. The farm is open 
everyday through November and 
offers customers a variety of ap­
ples and fresh pressed cider.
Donna Minter is the manager 
of the stand, and she also feels 
the canyon bares the best apples 
in the state — no, the world.
She attributes the success to 
not only the microclimate, but 
also to the naturad mineral water 
that runs below their orchards, 
watering the trees.
"That has a lot to do with 
making our apples taste better,” 
Minter said.
The most popular apples sold 
at Gopher Glen are the Gala, 
Gravenstein, and a Japanese- 
sweet apple called the Tohoku.
"The Gravenstein is great for 
cooking,” Minter said, "especially 
for applesauce.”
Gopher Glen apples are strict­
ly fresh with nothing but na­
ture’s skin as protective wrap­
ping. Hundreds of varieties are 
grown on the farm, but only 
40-45 make it to the stand.
E x p e r i m e n t i n g  a n d  
crossbreeding result in new types 
of apples brought to market, and 
sometimes there aro trees with 
eight or ten varieties growing on 
its branches.
Gopher Glen also sells fresh 
cider, pressed on site from ♦f'eir 
chilled apples. The juice i^  un­
heated, unfiltered and without 
preservatives.
Minter looks forward to 
another busy summer at the 
farm, when the tiny roads and 
dirt lots are packed with cus­
tomers hungry for the seasonal 
fniit.
“We have thousands of people 
that come out here,” Minter said.
There are 70-80 acres planted 
with fruit trees throughout See 
Canyon. The apple season usual­
ly lasts from late July through 
October with different varieties 
coming in each day.
Neither See Canyon Fruit 
Ranch nor Gopher Glen Apple 
Farm store their apples. There­
fore, they are fresh from the 
trees and certain varieties must 
be caught in their season.
Other apple farms are 
sprinkled throughout the canyon. 
See Canyon Road eventually 
turns into Prefumo Canyon Road 
which winds up through the oaks 
and hills, sometimes turning into 
a rugged, dirt path. From atop 
the r i^ es  is a breathtaking view 
of Morro Rock and a wonderful 
spot to watch sunsets.
The trip through the canyon, 
about 13-miles long, can be an 
apple lover’s paradise and a 
relaxing summer drive.
Shakespeare festival provides comedy, bugs and skillful acting
By Heather McLou^ ilia
Stoff WntM
From iinder the stars and 
among the sounds of crickets 
chirping and horses neighing 
rang the sounds of Shakespeare 
throughout Cal Pbljr’s hills last 
weekend.
“Artemis-A Theatre Com­
pany” kicked off this year’s 
"Shakespeare Festival” with its 
presentation of T h e  laming of 
the Shrew.”
This Shakespearean comedy 
takes place in Renaissance Italy 
where three suitors -  Gremio, 
Hortensio and Lucentio -  are 
enchanted by young Bianca. But, 
before Bianca can marry, her 
father insists that her elder 
sister, Katherine, who has the 
reputation of a "shrew,” must be 
wed.
A shrew,  according to 
Webster, is a nagging, evil- 
tempered woman, and Katherine 
fits this description perfectly.
Petruchio, the man who even­
tually takas on the task of 
"taming the shrew,” hopes to 
“wive it wealthily.” After one en­
counter with Katherine, he con­
vinces her father that they are in 
love, and carries her off to begin 
her domestication.
T h r o u g h  the  t a m i n g ,  
Petruchio and Katherine find 
true love. Meanwhile, Bianca 
chooses her husband from the 
suitors, and in the end every­
thing falls together in the town 
of Padua.
Eric Harrison is exceptional 
as Petruchio, giving the audience 
such a believable performance 
that it was hard to imagine him 
as anyone else. Harrison at^
tended Cal Institute of the Arts 
and also works with the Center- 
point Theatre Group and SLO 
Little Theatre.
Katherine is played by Janet 
Stipicevich who also does a 
wonderful job portraying a wild 
woman but at the same time
Throogh the tomiBg, Petrvehio oad 
Katherine find tree love. Mean­
while, Bianco chooses her hoshond 
from the snitors, and in the end 
everything fo lk  together in the 
town of Podno.
remaining elegant and ad­
mirable. Between her temper 
tantrums and fits, Stipicevich 
captures the audiences hearts as 
well as Petruchio’s.
Another impressive delivery 
of chflu-acter was from Dan Wolf 
who played Gremio, the wealthy, 
old Italian suitor. Wolf was 
hysterical and so perfectly im­
itated the mannerisms of an old 
Italian man -  from his thick ac­
cent to a crooked walk -  that 
many members of the audience 
thought he was a lot older than a 
recent college graduate.
The only downfalls of the 
pr odu c t i on  inc luded  the 
portrayal of Hortensio, the steep 
ticket price and the multitude of 
insects.
Hortensio, played by Janet 
Hayatshai, was the one charac­
ter in the play who was difficult 
to accept. Not only did the actor’s 
long hair and feminine man­
nerisms make her seem un­
believable as the young suitor, 
but her bright blue costume 
made it even harder to redirect 
attention to a more pleasing 
character.
Although her lisp singled her 
out from the rest of the cast, her 
acting didn’t compare to the 
others, and she seemed out of 
her league in this production.
Tickets for the "Shakespeare 
Festival” are $12 for the general 
public and $10 for senior citizens 
and students with identification. 
The ticket prices for the festival 
are steep, especially for students. 
Perhaps a $7 ticket would make 
the festival more appealing for 
Shakespeare’s low-budget fans.
The final gripe I had was the 
bugs. At an outdoor performance, 
there will obviously be wiriji^  ^
creatures flying, or crawling, 
about. My advice to future 
audiences would be large doses 
of bug repellent. Though they 
were only a minor distraction, 
bugs the size of bagels came 
flying at me, and I spent half the 
performance covering my mouth 
with my blanket.
Despite my petty complaints, 
“'The Taming of the Shrew" 
provided two and a half hours of 
amusement. For Shakespeare 
fans, this festival set beneath the 
stars should be wonderful. Even 
for the non-Shakespeare fans, 
like myself, the play is comical 
and entertaining once you get 
used to the Shakespearean 
slang.
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Arts Center lacks funds; needs money for seating
l y  Stay* Qiestermoi
Summef Slaff Wiitei
Construction on Cal Poly’s 
new Performing Arts Center is 
scheduled to be completed next 
spring, but it may lack the fund­
ing needed for finishing touches.
According to Cal Poly Theatre 
and Program Manager Peter 
Wilt, group one construction — 
the first phase of construction —
”As time qoes on, it becomes 
Increasingly aitkol to get the 
money.”
Jim Hoffman
CSU Construction Manager
should be completed by April of 
next year. This consists of con­
struction of the Center and all 
permanent fixtures on the inside 
of the building.
'The problem, however, lies in 
the planned construction of 
group two.
CSU Construction Manager
Jim HofTman said funding has 
not been raised to complete this 
stage which includes items such 
as seating, audio visual equip­
ment, and draperies.
“As time goes on, it becomes 
increasingly critical to get the 
(group two) money,” he said. He 
explained that as group one 
nears completion, the time 
period to begin work on group 
two draws nearer, and without 
the necessary money, construc­
tion will be delayed.
Music Department Head Cliff 
Swanson said a lot of group two 
money was borrowed to complete 
group one.
“Now, money heis to be raised 
for group two,” he said.
Swanson did say that legally 
the Center will be able to sell 
tickets and seat people for per­
formances, but added “In reality, 
the hall will not be elaborately 
equipped.”
Tanya Kiani, director of 
development for capital projects, 
said that no matter what, the 
Center will open next August.
— -
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Architect's rendition of the completed C al Poly Perforrring Arts Center scheduled to open its doors early next fall
“It’s a $30 million project and 
we have $28 million in hand,” 
she said. “We are reaching out to 
our alumni and friends for cash 
donations and in-kind gifts.” 
Kiani explained that she is 
looking for alumni who are in in­
dustries which can donate 
materials such as fabric to cover 
seats and paint for the ceiling.
“We need $1.2 to $2 million to 
complete the Center and make it 
something we can be proud of,” 
she said.
Swanson speculated that the 
soliciting of that money will 
make or break the Center.
“The extent to which they are 
successful in raising funds will 
determine the success of the 
building,” he said.
SLO and Poly athletics join Con man now preaches anti-fraud
to accommodate Div. 1 fans
ly  Stsvs OicstsrsMi
Summa Staff Writet___  ______________
'The 1995-96 athletic year 
aims to bring excitement to fans 
and financial support to the com­
munity, thanks to a partnership 
between Cal Poly athletics and 
local businesses.
The San Luis Obispo Cham­
ber of Commerce is working with 
Cal Poly and local business 
leaders to accommodate the large 
number of fans expected to visit 
this year from other Division I 
schools.
'The Tourism Council, with the 
help of City Parks and Recrea­
tion Director Paul LeSage, is 
preparing for some of the bigger 
football and basketball games by 
arranging tours of local busi­
nesses for visiting fans.
“Tsams like Sonoma St. only 
bring about 40 fans with them, 
but Montana St. will bring 400 
fans who will stay for a couple of 
days and spend their money,” 
LeSage said.
Chamber President Bill 
Thoma said the additional 
tourism expected from Cal Poly 
athletics will be a big part of the 
local economy. He explained that 
Mustang sports will bring dollars 
into the community which will be 
spent at hotels, restaurants and 
retail stores downtown.
“We see a great benefit to the
business community and the 
community at large,” he said. “It 
really does bolster the economy.”
Cal Poly Athletic Director 
John McCutcheon views the 
partnership as helping the 
school’s economy as well.
“I think it will be a strong 
benefit to us and part of an over-
"Teams like M ontana S tate  
w ill bring 4 0 0  fans (to  Cal 
Poly) w ho w ill s tay  fo r a 
couple o f days and spend th e ir 
m oney."
Paul LeSage
Gty Parks and Recreation Director
all advancement process for (Cal 
Poly athletics),” he said.
He added that it will be 
another way for the university to 
build ties with the local com­
munity.
One way the athletic depart­
ment has done that is through a 
special buy-three-get-one-free 
season ticket offer for Chamber 
members.
McCutcheon admitted that 
the new partnership will not 
drastically improve the local 
economy overnight but he does 
expect a noticeable immediate 
impact.
ly  L  Scott Rockord
Asociotfld Puss______________ __
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Phoenix businessman Robert 
Barker reacted predictably when 
his daughter went sweet on 
Barry Minkow, the former car­
pet-cleaning boy wonder whose 
21ZZZ Bast was one of the 1980s’ 
most celebrated swindles.
“I got a bruised forehead out 
of it, from bouncing off the ceil­
ing,” Barker recalls. “Don’t even 
mention his name around me!” 
he told his daughter, Teresa, 22, 
when she asked to visit Minkow 
at the Lompoc federal prison 
camp last year.
But she was adamant. And 
Minkow, now an evangelist who 
says he wants to repay his vic­
tims $26 million, is a singularly 
persuasive fellow.
How many other 20-year-olcL 
from modest San Fernando Val­
ley backgrounds could have con­
ned talk shows, Wall Street and 
top accountants into believing 
ZZZZ Best — built on lies, em­
bezzling, check kiting and mob 
money — was worth $240 mil­
lion?
Freed leist December after 87 
months behind bars — more 
than financial felons Michael 
Milken, Ivan Boesky and Leona 
HelmsIey combined — he now 
holds himself up as a lesson in 
how small compromises spiral 
into webs of greed and corrup­
tion.
Believers include Barker, 
some victims and his former 
prosecutor.
“It takes a strong person to sit 
and look right at you and not 
turn his head away when you 
ask the kind of questions an 
angry father can ask,” says 
Barker, who wound up blessing 
his daughter’s marriage to 
Minkow.
“He is a man I have come to 
resjject.”
Minkow, 29 and out of a 
halfway house since April, is one 
of the busier ex-cons you’re likely 
to meet, including a planned ap­
pearance as star speaker 
Thursday at a bank fraud semi­
nar put on by the FBI’s Los An­
geles office. Four hundred finan­
cial executives are expected to 
attend.
He earns some money run­
ning errands for the lawyer who 
represented him and meets 
Christian groups while working 
on establishing his new business: 
giving
“Fraudo Dynamics” seminars 
and marketing videotapes 
around the country to help ac­
countants and corporate direc­
tors spot scams.
Earnings go “o a trust fund 
audited by an arm cf the big ac­
counting firm Coopers & 
Lybrand that, you can bet, will 
be on guard this time.
Minkow and his new bride 
will get enough to live on, with 
the rest going to his victims. 
Details have yet to be worked 
out, but probation officers say 
Minkow, who once drove a red 
Ferrari with ZZZZBST plates 
and had a $700,000 home, won’t 
be buying new cars or a house 
any time soon.
All the profits from a book 
written over three years in 
prison, “Clean Sweep,” already 
are going toward his $26 million 
restitution order.
“Dear Jim,” wrote Minkow in 
a copy of the book for James 
Asperger, the former head of 
federal major frauds prosecu­
tions in Los Angeles who con­
victed him. Thanks for pointing 
me in the right direction.”
He says his goal is becoming a 
full-time preacher after repaying 
his victims over three to five 
years. He says he has controlled 
the ego and craving for attention 
that once led him to crime and to 
nearly kill himself by taking 
steroids to pump up his body. 
He’s glad he wont be tempted by 
touching his earnings himself, he 
adds.
Not everyone is convinced.
“Jim is soft,” the judge says of 
the former top prosecutor. “I’ve 
been doing this too long to expect 
any change. (Minkow) doesnt 
know right from w ong — he’s an 
alchemist.”
^ o S te n n e r  Q le n ^
“ The preferred housing option for Cal Poly students!''• Privately owned residence hall
• 7, 14, & 19 weekly meal plans
• Single and Double rooms
• FREE parking
• Minutes from Cal Poly
• Computer lab
• Academic tutoring
• Activities program
• Heated pool
• Weight room
• Rcc Room
• Housekeeping
1050 Foothill Blvd.. SLO 93405
Call 544-4540 or stop by for a tour between 9 & 5!
Ualencia
NOW LEfISINQ FOR FfILL
Don t wait til September: insure that 
you will have a home - - todoyil
Whara Students Live to Learn !
555 Ramona Dr., San Luis Obispo 93405
543-1450
London
$ 325’
Amsterdam $330’
Paris $440’
Frankfurt $439’
Madrid $439’
Athens $470’
Rome $499’
*F«es at each way torn ics Angele based on a 
rcundlnppuchase ReslrictionsañiVsndtatencil 
ncluded Canfor other worldwide destnatiorsCounefl l^ nid
903 Embarcadero dd Norte »Isla Vista, CA 93117
805-562-8080
Eurailpasses
issued on-the-spot! 
Around the World Seminar
July 26 6 30 pm
Call for r a e  mtcmiathxi
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Poly undecided after UC Regent’s vote
l y  Sm s o m o I i  U iW M ^
Wntmi Stall WhIw _____________________
Cal Poly ii undecided on ite 
stand towards afTinnative action 
in the wake of the vote by UC 
Regents to drop the controversial 
program.
The UC system decided to 
remove race as an element for 
admissions, hiring and contract­
ing, and increase its emphasis on 
the grades of incoming students, 
according to Tsrry Colvin, UC 
spokeswoman.
Jim Maraviglia, director of ad­
missions and recruitment said he 
doesn’t see any problem with the 
criteria Cal Poly uses for admis­
sions.
“It’s working very well,” he 
said.
Admissions uses a point sys­
tem based primarily on academic 
criteria. The top 60 percent of in­
coming students are admitted 
using these criteria alone.
The remaining spaces are 
filled after bonus points are dis­
tributed to applicants who did 
not make the first cut. Bonus 
points are awarded to students 
with qualities desirable to Cal 
Poly including gender, com­
munity college transfer status.
military veteran status, and 
race/ethnicity.
He added there is a high- 
quality student body and enter­
ing freshman have an average 
grade point average of 3.64 and 
an average SAT score of 1180.
“UC’s decision could affect us 
in some of our categories,” 
Maraviglia said. T h e campus
"I think that the university 
should not use a ite rio  hosed 
on the person's heritage and 
background towards admis­
sions.”
Eric Muran
business senior
will decide if they want to con­
tinue using this process. I an­
ticipate it will definitely cause 
discussion on how we do busi­
ness.”
CSU spokeswoman Colleen 
Bentley-Adler said the CSU sys­
tem is pretty diverse with a stu­
dent body that is 53 percent 
white and 47 percent ethnic 
minority.
“We’ll continue to maintain 
that diversity because we admit 
so many community college 
transfers and freshman who 
represent a population that is al­
ready diverse.”
She said the UC’s decision 
will not affect the CSU system as 
a whole because its schools use a 
completely different set of admis­
sions criteria.
“We admit students based on 
scores, grade point average and 
completion of the 15-course pat­
tern.”
Maraviglia said, however, 
that Cal Pbly uses a more 
rigorous admissions process and 
will look at what the UC is 
doing. It will then be up to the 
faculty to decide if they want to 
make changes.
Business senior Eric Muran 
said everyone should strive to be 
their best, and make their own 
accomplishments based solely on 
their performance.
“I think that the university 
should not use criteria based on 
the person’s heritage and back­
ground towards admissions, but 
based instead on the persons 
overall skill, ability and ac­
complishments,” he said.
ASI Outings leaders get adventure, income
CLEARING
The w alkw ay between the University Union and the Administration build­
ing was tom up W ednesday /  Photo by Lawrence Rodenborn
mUduMi Kaufmi 
Swiitnii StoH Wfitu
Students who er\joy the great 
outdoors will soon have the op­
portunity to earn some spare 
change while on their adven­
tures.
The ASI Outings Committee, 
which operates through the Es­
cape Route in the University 
Union, is now hiring students to 
lead adventures that were led 
strictly by volunteers for the past 
28 years.
According to Ryan Gregory, 
ASI Outings chairperson, the 
new leaders will have their trips 
paid for, and receive payment for 
their guidance on the expedi­
tions.
The money to pay the guides
will come from the cost of the 
trip for participating students. 
Training costs for future guides 
will come from a revolving ASI 
account.
“The students can’t make a 
huge commitment without some 
form of payment,” said U.U. 
Program Director Darren Con­
nor. *Tt’s not as easy as it was 
when I volunteered as a student. 
Hiition was not $700 a qusjter.”
Gregory explained that stu­
dent involvement can be a 
beneficial learning experience for 
tour leaders.
“The students are receiving 
an education above and beyond 
that of a traditional classroom 
setting and are also learning es­
sential leadership qualities,” he 
said.
Rafting, rock climbing, kayak­
ing, back packing and ice climb­
ing are just a few of the many ac­
tivities ASI Outings engages in 
during the school year.
Trips were scheduled once a 
week in the past, but Gregory 
believes an increase in trips is 
inevitable because the leaders 
will now be paid and more stu­
dent leaders will want to take 
part in the activities.
ASI OutingB Committee meet­
ings are held every Tuesday at 7 
p.m. in U.U. 219. Applications 
are being accepted in the Busi­
ness Office o f the U.U. in room 
215.
SUPERCUTS
FREE HAIR CUTS
Must Call for Appointments 
549-8684
CLASSIFIED TO ADVERTISe It i MUSTANG DAIY C1ASS<FIEDS, CALL 756-1143
¡ÍTiT*nriM:TiTptnPÍ
GIVE
LIFE.
GIVE
BLOOD.
Blood Drive Sponsored by KCPR 
Thursdai^ August 3- 11sm-3pm 
Chumash Auditorium Conf. Rm 219
H'6R§EBACK RIDINfi INSTRUCTOR
J U L Y -A U G . FO R  S U M M E R  C A M P  IN  
M A L IB U . S A L A R Y  *  R O O M  A B O A R D  
C A LL 8 19 -9 9 0 -3 7 0 0  F O R  IN F O .
WILL PAY CASH
F O R  Y O U R  E X T R A  C O M P U T E R  M E M O R Y  
C ALL M A T T  •  5 40 -7 92 6
RECYCLE
SUMMER MUSTANG
AT A N Y O F  O U R  S IX  C O N V E N IE N T  
LO C A TIO N S : K E N N E D Y  L IB R A R Y . AG  
B RID G E (B LD G  10) C A M P U S  S T O R E . 
TH E  C ELLA R . T H E  U N IV E R S IT Y  
U N IO N . F IS H E R  S C IE N C E . 
M U S T A N G  D A IL Y ...
O N C E  A G A IN  L E A D IN G  T H E  W A Y
CSPA Kids
Hope you v e  having fun.
It only gets harder.
Just wait tN next w eeklll 
From  Terry 9 the Counaetors
3  BDR M  1 B ATH H O U S E  C LO S E  T O  
P O LY  $ 1 .00 0  P E R  M O N T H -5 4 1 -8 4 9 6
3  B E D R O O M  2  1/2 B ATH  L U X U R Y  C O N D O  
$1.2SO.OO/MO. IN F O . IN B R O C H U R E  
BO X A T 4 1 5  N O . C H O R R O  5 43 -8 3 7 0
C A S H  F O R  C O M IC S  & G A M IN G  ITE M S  
N E W  C O M IC S  T H U R S D A Y  M O R N IN G S ! 
N E W  G A M E S  W E E K LY . T H E  SU B  C O M IC S  
G A M E S  & P O S T E R S  7 8 5  M A R S H  541 -3 73 5
C A S H  PA ID  F O R  U S E D  C D  S .TA PE S .&  
LP S C H E A P  TH R ILLS  A N D  R E C Y C L E D  
R E C O R D S  563 H IG U E R A  N E W  R E LE A S E  
C O  S O N L Y  $ 12 .06  O P E N  M -SA T T O  0
“ M A TU R E  C A L P O L Y  S T U D E N T  
W IT H  O W N  C A R  A VAILA BLE T O  
B AB YSIT. V E R Y  R E S P O N S IB L E  
9 C A R IN G . P LE A S E  C ALL  
J E S S IC A  O  5 4 1 -2 8 5 5  
R E F E R E N C E S  AVAILABLE
ALPHA C R IS IS  P R E G N A N C Y  C E N T E R  
24  H O U R  L IF E L IN E -C O N F ID E N T IA L  
F R E E  P R E G N A N C Y  T E S T IN G  
5 4 1 -C A R E  (5 4 1 -2 2 7 3 )
PLAY THERAPY
Inatrucllon 9  Training  
4 -W e e k  Course
PLAY T H E R A P Y  C L IN IC  5 49 -9 60 0
P R IV A TE  L E S S O N S  IN M A T H  ALL 100- 
500  C O U R S E S . P R O F  W /P h O  5 2 8 4 )6 2 5
meei)prie5¡ww.'.«'n*i».'iv9ic'ie
SCORE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 Pts 
GRE 214 Pts 
LSAT 7.5 Pts
Prtnoelon R eview  (8 0 5 ) 995 -0 17 6
7th 9  8th G R A D E  VO LLEYBALL  
C O A C H E S  W A N T E D  F O R  O L D  M IS S IO N  
M ID D L E  S C H O O L. PLEA SE C O N T A C T  
J E N N F E R  AT 541 -6 23 8
C A S H  F O R  C O L L E G E .90 0 ,0 00  G R A N T S  
AVAIL. No repaym ent - E V E R ! 
Quality Immed. 1 (80 0 )24 3 -24 35
S E E K IN G  M O T IV A T E D  IN D IV ID U A LS  
F O R  IN C O M E  O P P O R T U N IT Y -F L E X IB L E  
H O U R S . N O  S E LL IN G . U N L IM IT E D  
P O T E N T IA L  CALL JO E  O 481-8661
l E B E r n p lo y m e n ^ ^
$ 35 .0 00 /Y R . IN C O M E  potential. 
Reading books. T o l free 1800-898- 
9 776  Ext. R -2 38 6  for details!l
A L A S K A  S U M M E R  E M P L O Y M E N T -
Fishlng Industry. Earn to $3,00O-$6.500>ATX>nth * benefits. 
M ale/Fem ale. No experience  
necessary (206)545-4155 ext A60055
~ ^ U l S E  SH Ip S  H IR IN G  Earn up to 
$2.000W m onth. W orld travel. 
Seasonal and tuR-tIme positions.
No exp rreoessary. For Info.
C all 1 -206 -634 -0468  ext. C 60 05 6
Empioyinent
Do You Enjoy 
The Outdoors?
ASI Outings b  hliirrg Trip leaders  
tor outdoor adventure Apply In 
U U  Bus office. R m  212  or caU x1287
R E S O R T  J O B S - Earn to $12Avr^Tipe 
Them e Parks. H oteb, Spas more 
TropIcaJ 9  Mountain destinations. 
Cali 1 -206 -632 -0150  ext. R 60053
C A M P U S  L IFE
C O U N T T S  B IG G E S T A N N U A L
RUMMAGE SALE
JU LY  28 9  29 O P E N  7:00 AM  
SLO . C O R N E R  O F LA W T O N  9  S O U T H  
N E A R  M E A D O W  PARK  
B IG G E R  TH A N  1994 - $ 1 2 .0 00  SO LD
F U R N IT U R E  T H IS  EN D  U P* S O L ID  
P IN E  D IN IN G 4L V N G R O O M  S E T .W ILL IN G  
T O  SE LL AS S E T  O R  S E P A R A T E 544-7580
FIve-Plex for only $329K . N ear 
Poly 9  Town. Quiet rrelghborhood. 
Large Assumable Ad)ustable loan 
Ow ner may carry. Call now  
Dr. O m  Bali 546 -4895 . Broker- 
A ssodate  Century 21 
S an  L u b  Properties
FR E E  LIST O F  ALL H O U S E S  9  C O N D O S  
F O R  SALE IN SLO . Farell Sm yth R /E  
Stove Nelson *“ 5 43 -8 37 0*“
ST. A NN E Byzantine Catholic Church  
222  FoolhiN. ph 543 -8 88 3  M ass  
9 am  daily. 10 am  Sundays  
Rosary 1/2 hour before mass 
Fr. Edm urxl Idranyl Pastor
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DIRECTOR: Office disperses nearly $50 million
From pog« 1
Anderson has taken a pro-ac­
tive position on issues of student 
educational fínancing.
Through involvement at the 
institutional, state and federal 
levels, Anderson plans to lobby 
for more money for student aid.
“The state and federal govern­
ment think of higher education 
as a private good that only 
benefits the students," Anderson 
said. “I am fighting that issue.”
According to Anderson, stu­
dents are graduating with such a 
large indebtedness that they are 
unable to do many things that a 
college graduate looks forward to 
— buying a car, traveling or fur­
thering their education.
“We have to be politically ac­
tive at both the state and federal
levels to let people know that an 
investment in student aid is a 
good, sound investment,” Ander­
son said.
Kennedy agreed. “(Anderson) 
will be working with the finan­
cial aid office staff and the ad­
ministration to seek out new, 
more efficient means by which to 
deliver student aid dollars.”
“I plan to spend the next few 
montlu compiling statistics on 
the demographics (of students) to 
determine what they need," 
Anderson s£ud.
There are many scholarships 
available within the private sec­
tor,  Anderson explained.  
However, research needs to be 
done to find them for the stu­
dents.
REMEDIAL: Redefining eligibility for admission
From page 1
munity college first, Irvin said.
The recommendations to al­
leviate the need for remedial 
classes are:
• developing a new eligibility 
standard to determine the math 
and English readiness of its 
entering students
• exploring a competency-based 
admission process
• working with the education 
community to determine the
exact basic skills high school 
graduates should possess.
The bulletin also cited better 
communicat ion with K-12 
schools and the community col­
leges as a solution to the inade­
quate preparation problem.
These recommendatirais are 
only informational at this time. 
A final draft will go to the board 
in January of next year for a 
deciding vote.
State legislators agree 
on welfare, education
ly  Doug Wilts
toocioted Ptdss
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Gov. 
Pete Wilson and legislative 
leaders announced their agree­
ment Wednesday on a $56 billion 
state budget compromise that 
would cut welfare grants while 
increasing funds for local 
schools.
Wilson and the Democratic 
and Republican leaders of the 
Legislature said they will con­
vene both the Senate aind As­
sembly on Saturday to vote on 
the proposal. But they declined 
to predict whether they had the 
required two-thirds majoritres 
among rank-and-file legislators 
needed to approve their com­
promise.
H ie re  is a puff of white smoke. 
We hove on agreement."
Gov. Pete Wilson
Later, about 50 persons 
protesting budget cuts for the 
d i sa b l e d  s ta ge d  a loud 
demonstration in the Capitol cor­
ridor in front of the governor’s of­
fice, chanting “Shame, shame 
shame. Pete Wilson, we know 
your name.”
T w e n t y - t h r e e  o f  the  
demonstrators were cited for dis­
turbing the peace and released, 
but none was jailed.
Some of the stiffest opposition 
to the budget came from Assemb­
ly Democrats, who have been 
especially critical of the proposed 
cuts in welfare grants.
“People are very cranky,” As­
semblywoman Debra Bowen, D- 
Marina del Rey, said of the reac­
tion of Assembly Democrats to a 
budget briefing.
“There is no deal,” said As­
semblyman John Burton, D-San 
Francisco. “You’re looking at 
taking food out of the mouths of 
widows and children, taking food 
out of the mouths of the aged, 
blind and disabled.”
“I’m not voting for it. It’s not a 
good budget,” said Assemblyman 
Phil Isenberg, D-Sacramento.
Republicans were much more
enthusiastic about the proposal, 
although several GOP law­
makers were threatening to 
abstain or vote against the plan 
because it would continue spend­
ing tax dollars on abortions for 
Medi-Cal patients.
Assemblyman Trice Harvey, 
R-Bakersfield, said some fresh­
men legislators in both parties 
are still not ready to accept the 
compromises both parties are 
being asked to make in the 
budget — Republicans on abor­
tion and Democrats on welfare 
cuts — but he predicted they 
would come around.
“'The new (Republican) mem­
bers, in particular, are holding 
out on abortion. You can hold out 
a while to make a point, but you 
can’t win on it. So I think we’re 
going to get there pretty quick 
now,” Harvey said.
Despite those uncertainties, 
Wilson and the Legislature’s five 
top Democratic and Republican 
leaders said after their final 
closed-door budget negotiating 
session Wednesday — their 17th 
in the past month — that they 
believe they had crafted a com­
promise that was fair to all par­
ties.
“'There is a puff of white 
smoke. We have an agreement,” 
Wilson announced to an im­
promptu news conference.
He defended the cuts in heal­
th and welfare benefits for the 
poor as unavoidable because of 
the competing demands for 
government services and the 
state’s limited revenues.
“We are trying to fashion a 
budget that is difficult. The con­
straints upon us financially are 
very great,” Wilson said.
Senate President Pro Tern Bill 
Lockyer, D-Hayward, said many 
senators had serious reserva­
tions about the compromise, but 
added, “Most of the senators ... 
are probably ready to vote for the 
budget.”
A tentative agreement was 
announced jointly by Wilson and 
legislative leaders Tuesday eve­
ning. But the continuation of 
private meetings through Wed­
nesday raised doubts over 
whether the budget compromise 
was either firm or complete.
1 1 /  .
High school journalists report on a  mock earthquake scenario as part of a  workshop /  Photo by Joe JohnstonTop high schoolers attend Poly workshop
ly  Celise NL Rdey
Sumnw Stoff Wiitor
Cal Poly’s education ex­
tended to 27 of Southern 
California’s most talented high 
school journalists for two weeks 
of intense workshops.
The series began on July 23 
and is sponsored by the Cedifor- 
nia Scholastic Press Associa­
tion.
Media members and com­
munications professionals from 
Southern California are volun­
teering their time and 
knowledge of the field in dedica­
tion to the quality of today’s 
media.
According to Los Angeles 
Times columnist Steve Harvey, 
the students are not always the 
only ones who benefit from 
these workshops.
“It recharges your own bat­
teries as a reporter,” Harvey 
said. “When you stand up to 
teach the students how to do 
something, it often reminds you 
of the rules you have started to 
stray from yourself."
Harvey, like a large number 
of faculty taking part in the 
workshop, was a student him­
self at these workshops 33 
years ago.
’The workshops have been in 
existence for approximately 44 
years according to Don
McCaleb, the workshop coor­
dinator. They were created by 
Ralph Alexander, a one-time 
Hearst Newspaper reporter, 
and his wife Millie.
Several alumni of the 
program vowed to the 
Alexanders to continue the 
workshop even after their 
deaths in 1981.
According to Brian Singer, a 
student volunteer and counselor 
from Stanford Univefsity, the
T h e  w orkshop gives you 
foondotions fo r v irtu a lly  
e very  facet needed fo r jour­
nalism .”
Brian Singer
student volunteer
event is extremely important.
“The workshop gives you 
foundations for virtually every 
facet needed for journalism,” 
said Singer. “I’m not even a 
journalism major anymore, but 
I asked to come back and be a 
part of the workshop once 
again.”
All of the students taking
part were carefully selected 
after submitting applications 
and samples of their work. Ac­
cording to McCaleb, some were 
interviewed before being chosen 
to ensure the “cream of the 
crop.”
“The workshop is very in­
tense,” said McCaleb. “The stu­
dents begin at 9 a.m. and go 
until 10 p.m. almost everyday.”
The selected students will 
undergo practical instruction in 
a veuriety of media fields includ­
ing print journalism, radio and 
television jovunalism, public 
relations, advertising and 
photography.
Stan Kelton, attorney and 
workshop instructor, teaches 
lessons in libel, hoping to 
prepare the young journalists 
for the real world.
“This year, the O J . Simpson 
trial is making my seminars 
particularly interesting,” said 
Kelton. “(’The students’) interest 
in this area of media is increas­
ing.”
Participants will have an op- 
portimity to see professional ac­
tion at work by touring the 
Telegram ’T rit^ e  and KSBY. 
’They can then put their own 
work into action through a 
four-page newspaper that will 
be published near the close of 
the workshop.
Clash looms between Clinton, Congress
ly  Alas Froi
to ociotod Ptss______ ___________________
WASHING’TON (AP) — Even 
as Congress steams daily 
through miles of spending bills. 
Republicans and Eiemocrats are 
talking of an autumn budget col­
lision between President Clinton 
and lawmakers featuring vetoes 
and threats of a forced govern­
ment shutdown.
It’s a belly-to-belly confronta­
tion that many in Washington 
see as inevitable, fueled by a 
desire by each party to contrast 
its priorities with those of the 
other and by the sheer volume 
and complexity of the work that 
remains to be done.
“There are all kinds of land 
mines out there,” says Rep. 
David Hobson, R-Ohio, a senior 
member of the House Budget 
Committee. “I think the fall is a 
train wreck waiting to happen.”
“Right now we’re on a collision 
course,” agrees White House 
Chief of Staff Leon Panetta.
In the roughly 25 business 
days left before the Oct. 1 start of 
the new fiscal year, the workload 
Republicans have set for Con­
gress is daunting:
—Pass 13 annual spending 
bills slashing domestic and 
foreign aid spending, boosting 
defense, and easing enforcement 
of environmental, safety and 
other laws.
—Revamp Medicare, Medicaid 
and welfare.
—Carve savings out of farm, 
veterans, education and other 
benefits.
—Cut taxes.
—Elxtend the government’s 
authority to borrow money.
— A^nd balance the budget in 
seven years.
Sound hard? It gets worse.
GOP lawmakers, some of 
whom are competing for their 
party’s presidential nomination, 
disagree among themselves on 
how to reshape welfare, divide 
Medicaid funds among states, 
and cut scores of other programs. 
And Clinton, who prefers a 10- 
year balanced-budget path with 
smaller spending and tax cuts, 
says the Republican agenda 
w o u l d  h u r t  v u l n e r a b l e  
Americans to pay for tax cuts for 
the rich.
'The wreck could occur on two
tracks.
On one will rumble the 13 ap­
propriations bills that must ^  
enacted every year to keep the 
government functioning. A half 
dozen or so seem likely to be 
signed into law by the Oct. 1 
start of fiscal 1996.
If a stopgap measure tem­
porarily keeping agencies open is 
not approved, those departments 
whose budgets have not been 
completed will have to send non- 
essential workers home.
Such disruptions have oc­
curred nine times since 1981, 
most recently in 1990, but the ef­
fects have been minimal and 
have lasted no more than a few 
days. This year, Oct. 1 is a Sun­
day — which means a shutdown 
could occur on a day when few 
federal employees would even be 
at work.
On the other track will be the 
massive bill cutting taxes and ex­
tracting savings out of Medicare, 
Medicaid, welfare and other 
benefit programs, the main 
vehicle with which Republicans 
hope to balance the budget.
